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Framing Perspective:
DoD MOSA Goals

.
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What Are Lessons And Insights From
“Develop-by-Doing” Initiatives?
•

•

•

At Tank-automotive Research and Development Command (TARDEC)
•

Advanced Technology Demonstrator (ATD) projects

•

Systems Engineering (SE) tools

Modular Open System Acquisition (MOSA)
•

Acquisition practices

•

Architecture modeling

Set Based Design (SBD)
•

•

•

Emerge from MOSA

Model Based System Engineering (MBSE)
•

Model and Simulation (M&S) integration

•

Model-based acquisition

Digital Thread
•

Workflow modeling

•

Model integration

.
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Framing Perspective:
The Agile SE Enterprise
•

RDEC mission requires an a agile SE enterprise
•

Start at different acquisition life-cycle stages

•

New starts and system upgrades

•

Programs-of-Record and ATD Science and Technology (S&T) programs

•

Urgent operational need (UON) responses and deliberate, strategic
programs

•

Diverse constraints and acquisition strategies

•

Intermittent reorganization

•

Human-centric systems are agile, but potentially forgetful and individual

•

Digital, programmed workflows represent and re-use knowledge, but are
potentially brittle

•

Strategies like MOSA, MBSE, the digital thread, etc. will not be used if their
implementation limits the ability of the SE enterprise to function in its context
•

Challenge for implementation: support the agile SE enterprise
.
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MOSA Benefit Realization
Challenges
•

•

How can acquisition strategy prepare to rapidly adjust capabilities?
•

During initial EMD through Sustainment Modification & RECAP

•

Mixed solutions with common maintenance and support

•

Natural incentivizing MOSA in contracts

Build preparation for Sustainment Modification into the EMD contract
•

Require design for initial threshold capabilities and upgrade kits to meet
objective levels

•

Designing for kit-replacement defines modular architecture, interfaces, and
SWAP-C budget

•

Ensures the ability to field objective capabilities is in place, and MOSA for
other future upgrade kits

•

“Best Value” balances initial production, depot & field kit costs

•

Extension of current “family of vehicles” (variant) acquisition practice

•

Enables deferred differentiation for the fleet mix
.
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Case Study in MOSA Acquisition
•

TARDEC ATD Program
•

Functional decomposition into 5 subsystems
•

Functional requirements and high-level interfaces defined

•

Separate contracts for the 5 subsystems and one system integrator

•

No contractual obligations between vendors

•

Functional decomposition drove the organization, circumventing
Conway’s Law

•

Realized interactions and interfaces across subsystems would turn up,
and would depend on subsystem design choices

•

Guidance and requirements for collaboration for mutually acceptable
interfaces and standards

.
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Case Study in MOSA Acquisition
•

How SBD emerged - Groups with diverse interests collaborating to
incrementally restrict subsystem design options, but leaving design options
open until there is a need to make a restrictive decision
•

Vendors had to collaborate on either side of the interface

•

Interface and dependency standards and definitions developed over
time, in sync with subsystem design

•

At any point in time, all subsystem designs and concepts that were
consistent with the interface standards and definitions were candidate
solutions, i.e., in the solution set

•

Refining / further specifying the interface definitions and standards
restricted the solution set

•

Collaboration needed when one vendor could not make further design
progress without restricting or further specifying the interface standards

•

Tendency for small refinements because each party was reluctant to
accept the other parties refinements if their ability to satisfy their
individual contractual requirements
•

Tended to keep the solution set open
.
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A Case Study in MOSA Acquisition
•

Bumps in the Road
•

Interfaces and dependencies depend on design choices

•

SWAP-C system level requirements allocated to subsystems

•

Slow progress - small incremental collaboration agreements frustrated
engineers who wanted someone to make decisions so they could get
on with design, with whatever constraints they had to live with

•

Learning curve for new way of doing business

•

M&S integration needed to ensure system requirements met

•

Vendors’ M&S were not plug-and-play compatible

•

No contractual requirement for M&S compatibility

•

Different categories of inputs, resolution, assumptions

•

Each vendor made their own pre-processors for one-way translation

•

Vendors’ M&S contained proprietary knowledge and means

.
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Case Study in MOSA Acquisition
•

SE Challenges
•

•

Choice of basis for system decomposition
•

Subsystems were coherent and loosely-coupled on some
dimensions, but less coherent and more tightly coupled on others

•

How does the basis for system decomposition affect the ability to
achieve the 5 MOSA goals?

•

How to select the basis for system decomposition?

•

How to apply multiple architecture views in system decomposition
for MOSA?

Model integration across the contractual divide
•

Embedded, proprietary models and methods

•

Who is responsible (and charges) for translators and interfaces

•

Provenance of meta-data for bounded compatibility

•

Impacts of model integration & what integration is needed
•

Opportunities to rationalize the workflow – reduce rework

•

Contribution to MOSA goals

•

Backwards effects – limit
set options or interface standards?
.
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Recap
•

MOSA depends on the system architecture model – basis for decomposition

•

SBD is a means to an end. How does SBD emerging from MOSA
implementation contribute to MOSA goals? What are other MOSA
implementation approaches? How do they contribute to which MOSA
benefits?

•

System architecture model and system decomposition in relation to
contracting impact the engineering workflow, value and need for M&S
integration

•

System architecture model and engineering workflow model need to be
rationalized
•

What is the architecture?

•

How is the architecture developed and implemented?

.
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Ground System Architecture
Framework
•

TARDEC initiative
•

Ongoing initiative to understand (model) the full system architecture

•

One framework for multiple uses

•

Multiple viewpoints combining acquisition and technical perspectives

•

Modeling and architecture description guidelines

•

Standard Product Classification Hierarchy (SPCH)

•

•

Who “owns” what? Hierarchy of responsibility and authority

•

And/Or graph
•

Required subsystems (And node)

•

Choices and alternatives (Or node)

Dependencies and interfaces
•

Physical motion independence, configuration, space claim

•

Energy transmission and change in form, impedance, capacity, etc.

•

Information, signals and semantics (data)

•

Interfaces and dependencies with physical, energy, and
information components
.
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Ground System Architecture
Framework
•

Challenges
•

No unique solution to standard product classification hierarchy
•

Comprehensiveness

•

Coupling and coherency in the SPCH

•

Lack of tools to assess architecture complexity and gaps for
architecture risk assessment

•

Compatibility between the architecture model and the SE workflow
model

•

Multiple decomposition bases within the framework

•

How can MOSA make use of the architecture framework?

•

What additional viewpoints are content are needed to help realize
anticipated MOSA benefits?

.
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Model-Based Acquisition Across the
Contractual Divide
•

•

Goals
•

Ensure M&S integration is part of the acquisition

•

Use M&S as the basis for acquisition

Government to vendors
•

Needs and “requirements” (how required is what is required?)

•

Rational for performance, Technical Performance Measures (TPM)
•

Historically TPM have mixed EMD progress measures with system
performance/capability measures

•

Functional model

•

MBSE-based process guidelines, standards, verification and quality
control

•

Test and evaluation models

•

Functional, operational, and non-functional requirements models
•

States, modes and behavior models

•

Architecture framework

•

System or SoS level tradespace models
.
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Model-Based Acquisition Across the
Contractual Divide
•

Vendors to Government
•

Detailed architecture
•

Functional, physical, behavioral, etc.

•

Functional performance M&S

•

Design tradespace models

•

External interface and dependency models

•

Sim/Stim context models

•

Test plans and cases

•

Technical forecasts and risks

•

IP constraints

.
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Model-Based Acquisition Across the
Contractual Divide
•

Challenges
•

•

Consensus on vision of vision of MBSE acquisition
•

CDRLS and DIDs

•

Verification and validation

IP embedded in models
•

Design IP

•

Phenomena models

•

System architecture framework

•

Meta-model templates for MBSE suite

•

Assessing consistency between models

•

Modeling rationale and assumption capture

•

Commercial third party tools

•

COTS components without compliant models

•

Drive down to 2nd and 3rd tier vendors

•

Human resources and training

•

Interface standards for models

.
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Framing Perspective:
Engineering Workflow Model for MBSE
•

Necessary precursor for MBSE

•

Agents produce engineering work products using work products

•

•

Models, databases, decisions, test results, assumptions, etc.

•

Produced, exchanged, applied in the engineering workflow

Data flows and control flows
•

Upstream coordination to pre-empt downstream conflicts

•

Meta-data on limitations or conditions of use

•

Encapsulate local workflows

•

Configuration management produces
•

Applied to work products

•

Trace the provenance of inputs and sources

.
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TARDEC Cyber Physical Systems Engineering
Emergent Capability Demonstration
•

Need
•

•

•

Systems engineering and M&S techniques required to rapidly and
effectively produce and assess autonomous system concepts and
designs

Objectives
•

To develop the M&S and analytical techniques required to effectively
conceptualize, assess, and then specify and architect autonomous
capability for the tactical wheeled fleet.

•

Advance the M&S Framework of the TARDEC Digital-Physical thread

Products
•

Model Based System Architecture Meta-Design

•

Digital Cyber Physical Thread (DCPT) Integrated Framework

.
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TARDEC Cyber Physical Systems Engineering
Emergent Capability Demonstration
•

M&S integration in the TARDEC Digital-Physical thread
•

What is the “as is” system

•

What is the “to be” vision

•

What are the constraints

•

What is a practical, valuable, and minimally disruptive way forward

.
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Engineering Workflow Management
Considerations
•

Seamless access to resources and services

•

Service composition & reuse and workflow design

•

Scalability

•

Detached execution

•

Reliability and fault tolerance

•

User interaction

•

Semantic links

•

Multiple levels of granularity

•

Data provenance

•

Workflow rationalization

•

Analyze, simulate, and execute workflows

.
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Engineering Workflow and M&S
Integration
•

•

Evidence for when and what M&S integration is useful
•

Specifies model interfaces, model exchanges

•

Program phase and constraint context

•

Model for meta-data needed to verify compatibility and provenance
of inputs

Hard to discover knowledge content
•

Different workflows for different programs, constraints and phases

•

Evidence-based approach needed

.
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Engineering Workflow Modeling
Two Approaches
•

•

Systematic – hard to get data, possibly brittle
• Model end-to-end workflows
• Discover workflow patterns for different programs
• Rationalize workflows
• Mutual sign-off on work products that come together later
• Pre-empt rework
• Instantiate patterns for specific new programs
Granular and incremental – feasible and adaptable
• Extend configuration management with meta-data
• Tag each work product with unique IDs of direct sources
• Ensure data provenance with Block-Chain secure transaction
model
• Granular model integration or translators for program phase &
constraints
• Grow the toolset of M&S integration
.
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Case Study
•

TARDEC Technology Demonstrator S&T project

•

Acquisition concept

•

•

TARDEC Systems Engineering decomposed the system into 5
functional subsystems

•

Contracted with 5 vendors to develop advanced technology
subsystems, and one systems integrator

•

Vendors selected for specific technology development expertise

Goals
•

Organization of the team to reflect organization of the product

•

Distributed, independent team increases modularity, requires well
defined interfaces
•

•

Future opportunity for cost competition

Best expertise in each area for technology development
.
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UPCOMING TOPICS:
Why is Human‐Model Interactivity Important to the Future of Model‐Centric Systems
Engineering?
Donna Rhodes & Adam Ross, MIT
December 7, 2016 | 1:00 pm ET

What is the Self?
Grady Booch, IBM Almaden Research Laboratory
February 1, 2017| 1:00 pm ET
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Backups
•

Ground System Architecture Framework

•

SE Testbed

.
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•

Ground System Architecture Framework

•

SE Testbed

.
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GSAF

.
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GSAF

.
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GSAF

.
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GSAF

.
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SPCH Top Level and Nine Commonality
Viewpoints

•
•
•
•
•

Component Viewpoint
Requirements Allocation Viewpoint
Network Viewpoint
Computation Viewpoint
User Interface Viewpoint

•
•
•
•

Power and Energy Viewpoint
Coding Viewpoint
SWAP-C Viewpoint
System Integration Viewpoint

.
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AiOE Innovative Engineering Capabilities
• Integrated Systems Engineering Methodology with a Digital Cyber
Physical Thread (DCPT)
• Cyber Physical Model Based System Architecture (MBSA) Meta
Design Integrated with Physical Architecture Concepts
• Advanced & Applied Operational and Value of Information
Analysis Capability
JOEI operational and force level cyber behavior/component Impact Assessments
Cyber behavior and information dependent MOEs and MOPs
Advanced operational and system requirements development
Cyber behavior analytics for information assessment/quantification and emergent
behavior
o Trade Space Cyber-Physical System Coverage and Tool Suite
o High fidelity soldier-in-the-loop simulation and Design of Experiments (DoE) to
baseline soldier’s cyber driven behavior and understand interactions with cyber
technology
o
o
o
o

.
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Cyber Physical and Ground Vehicle Systems
• Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) Relevant Features
― Multiple types of computation & computational behavior
o
o
o

discrete event and continuous
real and non-real time (and soft real time)
simple functions with combinatory logic and complex goal based intelligence

― Interaction of human/intelligence, computation and machine
― Network integration
― Can enable more operationally effective employment of physical capability, e.g. Abrams Hunter-Killer OTM

• Military Intelligent Ground Vehicle Systems (MIGVS) are CPS
― Autonomous combat/tactical ground vehicle systems
― Autonomy enabled and/or “smart” augmented combat/tactical systems that advance system effectiveness
and/or enable reduced crew operation
― Both require multiple electronically controlled machines linked via a network
― Still subject to mobility impacts and physical constraints

• As the system gets “smarter”, its cyber driven capabilities and technology increasingly
contribute to mission effectiveness relative to those that are physically driven

.
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Systems Engineering of CPS/MIGVS
• Behavior Component Definitions and Examples
― Physical Driven Behavior - Physical-mechanical dynamics driven mostly by energy transfer
to, thru, and from the vehicle, i.e. fire, move, dash, survive hit, etc.
― Physical Electro-Mechanical Component Realization: engine, weapons, armor, turret drive
mechanism, material handling mechanisms, etc.
― Cyber Driven Behavior - Discrete task-oriented and/or “intelligent” dynamics driven mostly
by information transfer to, thru, and from the vehicle, i.e. command, communicate, drive,
coordinated maneuver, conduct hasty defense, etc.
― Cyber Component Realization: soldier, crew interface, system networks, control systems,
intelligent control, discrete event software, APS, etc.
• Current Problems:
― Failure to take advantage of and realize cyber driven capability likely leads to sub-optimized
operational capability and system concepts
― Multiple forms of behavior logic and associated components must be captured conceptually and
integrated with physical concepts in a way that facilitates a multi-dimensional trade space & COEA
evaluation

― Integrated cyber-physical concepts linked to capability and trade space decisions not
reflected in technical baseline resulting in sub-optimum system knowledge transition and
life cycle support

.
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Additional CPS Concept Design Considerations
• Cyber conceptualization has analogies to physical-mechanical

―Description: 3D CAD versus SysML Model
―Behavior Analysis: FEA/CFD versus agent based, stochastic models, human-inthe-loop
―Interdependent COEA and trade space optimization
―Project Support Considerations: 1) Major configuration item/technology
identification and selection, 2) Project analogy-based cost estimating, 3) Long
Lead Procurement

• Cyber/Smart/Autonomy blur the lines of needs and technologies

―Needs not always well articulated or design solutions are dictated, need further
analysis
―Analysis tools and methods need maturing

• Cyber widens the trade space and the number of alternatives that can
be considered, interdependence
• Provides better depth of interface and behavior to product design
.
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Cyber Physical MBSA Key Concepts
• Extend and abstract OOAD and Krutchen 4+1 view software concepts for a
system to include physical and cyber objects realizing all types of computation
and behavior
• Black box model all system behavior irrespective of whether it is realized by
human or machine and capture in logical architecture
― System realizes operational behavior of fully crewed “as is” precedent system
― Cyber behavior realized by autonomous agent logical components
― Task allocation to soldier/training versus autonomy/automation is a physical architecture
decision
― Enable informed SMI development

• Detail a systems engineering concept design methodology that integrates cyber
with advanced physical concept design
― Formulate concept design as part of tech baseline
― Integrate with and advance system and trade space analysis
― Use reference models to facilitate rapid and quality generation of architecture models and
facilitate knowledge reuse
― Leverage SysML and emergent MBSE practice where beneficial
.
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